Chapter 11 Review: Urbanization

Terms to know:

Megacities
Megalopolis
Conurbation
Hinterland
Economic base
Basic Sector
Nonbasic sector
Multiplier Effect
Central Place
Central Place Theory
Walter Christaller
Urban influence zone
Urban Hierarchy
World Cities
Rank Size Rule
Primate City
Network City
City
Town
Suburb
Central City
Urbanized Area
Metropolitan Area
Central Business District
Concentric zone Model
Multiple Nuclei Model
Peripheral Model
Edge Cities
Brownfield Sites
Gentrification
Latin American City Model
Planned Cities
Charts to know: Don’t just know what these look like, know HOW they work!!

Basic Settlement Forms
Central Place Theory
Primate City Evolution
Generalized urban land use pattern
Summary population Density curve
Concentric zone
Multiple Nuclei
Sector
Metropolitan Peripheral Model
Social Geography of American and Canadian Cities

Big Ideas:
Be able to compare and contrast United States, Canadian, Western European, Eastern European, and Developing world cities.

Be able to explain how American cities are segregated.

Be able to explain how and why the four models of American cities developed.

Be able to explain the dominant trends in developing world cities.

Be able to explain the process of Gentrification and suburbanization.

Be able to give examples of basic and nonbasic jobs.

Be able to explain Central Place theory and the theories about products in Central Place Theory in depth.

Be able to explain the other urban hierarchies we covered.

Be able to describe and categorize basic rural settlement forms and know how they vary spatially across the earth.